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IO-Macrolanguages and Attributed Translations 
J. DUSKE, R. PARCHMANN, M.  SEDELLO AND J. SPECttT 
fnstitut fffr Informatik, Technisehe Universitiit Hannover, 
D-3000 Hannover 1, West Germany 
By specializing the semantic-rules for attributed context-free grammars 
introduced by Knuth (Math. Systems Theory 2, 127-145) simple-L-attributed 
grammars are defined. The translations determined by these grammars are 
languages called value-languages. In this paper the question of classifying 
value-languages is considered. It is shown that the value-languages of simple- 
L-attributed grammars are exactly the IO-macrolanguages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of attributes was defined by Knuth (1968) to define the semantic 
of context-free languages. Attributes are assigned to the variables (and the 
constants) of a context-free grammar, and semantic-rules are assigned to the 
productions used to calculate the values of attributes. The "meaning" of a word 
w of the language is obtained by determining the attribute values of the root S 
of a derivation tree of w. If these values are again words over an alphabet hey 
might be considered as a translation of w. The set of all translations of all words 
of the context-free language itself specifies a language which shall be called 
value-language. 
The question arises how to classify these value-languages. In order to give 
an answer, obviously, the form of the semantic-rules has to be described in a 
precise manner. 
In this paper the question is studied for the case that the semantic-rules are 
defined by means of so-called simple word functions and that the grammars are 
L-attributed in the sense of Lewis et al. (1974), the variables having at most one 
synthesized attribute. In this case the value-languages are IO-languages irt 
the sense of Fischer (1968). 
The basic notions of this paper, simple-L-attributed grammars and IO- 
languages, are introduced in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In Section 4 a method 
to assign a simple-L-attributed grammar to a given IO-grammar is described. 
Using this construction, it is shown in Section 5 that every IO-language is the 
value-language of a simple-L-attributed grammar. Similar considerations are 
used in Sections 6 and 7 to prove that the value-language of any simple-L- 
attributed grammar is an IO-language. 
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2. SIMPLE-L-ATTRIBUTED GRAMMARS 
Knuth (1968) introduced the concept of an attributed context-free grammar, 
not specifying properties of the semantic-rules in detail. In Lewis et al. (1974) 
these functions are assumed to be computable, but this is not taken into account 
in the definition of an attributed pushdown machine. 
Rules for the computation of the attribute values are now defined by means 
of the concept of a simple word function. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X = (xl , . . . ,  xn} and V = {vl ,..., v~} be alphabets of 
variables and values resp. with X (~ V = ~.  Set W = X (3 Jr. With each 
word w ~ W* a function hw : (V*) n --~ V* is associated in the following way: 
(a) w = e : h~(u 1 ,..., un) = e (e is the empty word), 
(b) w = v i~  V: hw(u 1,..., un) --- v i ,  
(c) w = x~ e X :  h~(u~ ,..., u.)  = u~ , 
(d) for all ~ W* and w~ W set 
h~w(U~ ,..., u.)  = h~(u~ ,..., u , )  hw(U~ ,..., u,).  
(The u 1 ,..., u~ vary over V*.) 
A function h: (V*) ~ --~ V* is called a simple word function if there is a w ~ W* 
with h = h,0. 
The value of h~o(u 1 ,..., u~) can be obtained by substituting ui for every 
occurrence of xi in w. If, for example, X = (x l ,  x2, x3}, V = {a, b, c}, and 
w = xlabx2cx,, holds, then h~(ul,  u2, u3) = ulabu,,.cu2. 
We will now define the concept of a simple-L-attributed grammar. 
DEFINITION 2.~. Let Gc~ = (N, T, P, S) be a context-free grammar where 
(a) N ~ ~ is a finite set of variables, 
(b) T ~ ~ is a finite set of constants (terminals, input symbols), 
(c) P is a finite set of productions of the form F --~ w with F e N and 
w ~ ( (N/{S})  w T)*.  
Furthermore it may hold 
(1) associated with each FeN there is a synthesized attribute W F and 
F a finite-ordered set of inherited attributes A1 ~, Au r ..... A ,F  ) with ~(F) ~ 0 and 
4S)  = O; 
(2) U is an alphabet, the value-alphabet, and no attribute is in U; 
(3) the productions are numbered, P = {pl, . . . ,pn}. 
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Let the ith production p, be of the form 
F --+ %Fl%F2% ... %<1Fo~%~ 
withO~ ~O,  F j~Nfor j6 [ l :O  d ,and~z~T*  fo r l~[O:O d. 
For i and for j  6 [1 : Oi] form the ordered sets 
and 
(2.1) 
/]Fo~ z'  = {A~,..., A ~.~, , ~ , . . . ,  A~b~, w%. . ,  . _~ , . . . ,  Aft;o,, , w<} 
y '  A ~ Aft,..., 4% w%.., Af,-~,..., A~-~ w~,-~>. --~ {AI F,''', aF), , aFj_x) ' 
Now with each A~ for j e [1 : 0 d and k e [1 : ~(F~)] is associated an A-semantic- 
word w~ i over yji t.) U and with W F is associated a W-semantic-word wiF over 
Z~u U. 
I f  (1), (2), and (3) hold for GCF, then GcF is called a simple-L-attributed 
~'Fammar. 
The set Z i comprises the inherited attributes of the nonterminal F of the left 
side of the ith production and all attributes of the nonterminals of the right side. 
W F does not appear in Zq The set Yff comprises the inherited attributes of the 
nonterminal F of the left side of the ith production and all attributes of the 
nonterminals appearing to the left of Fj- on the right side. It is assumed that 
nonterminals occurring more than once in Pi and their corresponding attributes 
are distinguished by appropriate subscripts before constructing the sets Z ~; and 
Y/. (See Example 2.10 
Remark. We will now define rules for the computation of the attribute 
values by means of the semantic words. For every production Pi the A-semantic- 
Fj word w(i, k, j) :=  wk, i over Yj~ L; U determines a simple word function 
hw(i.~.~) : (U*) ~{~'~'~) -*  U* 
with 
J--1 
n(i, k , j )  :=  ~(F) + ~ ~(F~) + (j - -  1) 
l=l  
for k ~ [1: ~(F~-)] and j~ [1:0 d. The W-semantic-word w(i) := wi F over Z i u U 
determines a simple word function 
i 
h~(i): (U*) ~") -+ U* with n(i) :=  ~(F) + ~ ~(Fz) + 0i. 
I f  we consider these functions as semantic-rules in the sense of Knuth (1968), 
then GCF will determine an L-attributed grammar in the sense of Lewis et al. 
(1974) due to the construction of the sets Z ~ and yji. Let B be a derivation tree 
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of a word w GL(Gcs). GCF is L-attributed, and therefore the circularity test of 
Knuth (1971) is satified. For every occurrence of a variable in B values for the 
inherited and the synthesized attributes can be computed in the following way. 
ALGORITHM. Let F -+ %F:o~F~% .." ao,-:Foi~o, be the ith production of GcF • 
We assume that there is a subtree in B, whose root is labeled by F, and the direct 
descendents of the root are labeled by the letters occurring in %F:% "'Fo~o, 
from left to right. 
Furthermore, we assume that the values of the inherited attributes AT, 
j ~ [1 : ~(F)] are previously computed. We compute the value of the synthesized 
attributed W e o fF  as follows. 
(1) With the aid of the semantic-words wf~ and the values of the in- 
herited attributes of F compute the values of the inherited attributes j/f1 for 
j ~ [~: ~(~:)]. 
(2) With the aid of the subtree starting in F 1 compute a value for the 
synthesized attributed W F: of F 1 . 
(3) If the values of the inherited and the synthesized attributes ofF1,...,F,_ 1
Fz 
with l ~ 0~ are computed, make use of ws,~ and compute values for the inherited 
attributes .4fz of F~ for j G [1: t(F~)]. The subtree starting in F z determines the 
value of the synthesized attribute W F* of F~. 
(4) With the aid of the values of the inherited and the synthesized attributes 
of F 1 ,..., Foi and the semantic-word wi F compute the value of the synthesized 
attribute W F ofF.  
In particular, the preceding algorithm yields a value W(B) for the synthesized 
attribute W s of the root S of B. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let GcF be a simple-L-attributed grammar and w eL(GcF). 
Let B(w) be the set of derivation trees of w with respect o GcF. 
(a) Let B G B(w). W(B) is called a translation of w with respect o GCF • 
(b) T(GcF ) = {(w, W(B)) I w GL(GcF ) and B G B(w)} is the translation 
provided by GCF . 
(c) W(GcF) = {W(B)Iw sL(GcF) and B ~B(w)} is the value-language 
of GcF • 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Gcv = (N, T, P, S) with N = {S, F, G}, T = {(:, (e, 
(3, (4 ,)} and 
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Productions Semantic-words 
P1 S --+ (1F) wls We; F = = g01,1 = 1 
P2 = F~ --~ (2F~G) w( ~ -~ Wa; w ~,~ = WF~; w~2 -~ Af~ 
Pa = F --~ (aG) w J  We; w c = 1,8 = "/lI F 
P4 = G--+ (4) w~ c = Ala cA1 a 
be given. (In/)2 occurrences of like variables are marked by subscripts.) The 
value-alphabet is U = {1, c}. In the derivation tree the computed values of the 
attributes are written besides the variables (see Fig. 1). 
~< = ~3(c~3)7 
AL 
A] = 
(+ ) 
F IG .  1. A t t r ibuted  der ivat ion  t ree .  
The value-language is {ln(cl~) ~-1 [ n /> 1}. This language is not context free 
and shows the existence of non-context-free value-languages, thus the problem 
of classifying the value-languages with respect o the Chomsky-hierarchy of 
languages arises. 
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3. ~/~ACROGRAMMARS WITH IO RULE OF DERIVATION 
Fischer (1968) generalized the context-free grammars by introducing macro- 
grammars operating on terms. Terms are build up from a finite set 27 of terminal 
symbols, a finite set o~ of function symbols, and the punctuation characters 
"(", ")", ", ". X and ~ are disjoint and contain no punctuation character. For 
each function symbol F ~ ~' ,  the number of arguments which F takes is denoted 
by p(F). A term over X, ~ ,  p is a word over Z U ~ u {(} U O} U {, } satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(a) The empty word e is a term. I f  a c 27, then a is a term. 
(b) I f  41 and 43 are terms, then 414~ is a term. 
(c) I f  F E o~ and ~1 ,-.-, %(F) are terms, then F(ax .... , %(F)) is a term. 
(d) A word over 27 k3 o ~ kJ {(} U 0} U {, } is a term, if it can be obtained 
by a finite number of applications of (a), (b), and (c). 
We generally omit the parentheses for function symbols F with p(F) = O. 
We will also omit the supplement "over 27, J ,  p" by specifying a term if it is 
understood by context. 
Let 27 be a nonempty finite set. Let s~ ~ 27, i E [1: l], and s~ @ s~ if i ~ j ,  and 
let w, w 1 ,..., wz be words over 27. 
Then 
w' = w ] sl +- wl , . . . ,  s, * -  w, or w' = w I st ~-  w~, i ~ [1 : l] 
denotes a word w' obtained by a simultaneous ubstitution of wi for each 
occurrence of s i in w. I f  w, w 1 , w e are words over 27 and w 1 is a subword of w, then 
w' = w [L wl ~-- w3 denotes a word w' obtained by a substitution of w 3 for the 
leftmost occurrence of w 1 in w. 
Let 4 be a term over Z, ~-, p. A subword 4' of 4 is called a subterm if ~' is a 
term. 4' occurs at top level in 4 if there exists terms 41 and 43 with 4 = 414'43 • 
A term of the form F(a 1 ,..., %(F)) is called a macro and the at, i ff [1: p(F)] are 
called arguments of F. A macro Y(a l  ,..., %(F)) in 4 is called applicable or an 
A-macro of 4 if ~i ~ 2" ,  i ~ [1: p(F)]. An A-macro F(a 1 .... , %(F)) of 4 is called 
the leftmost applicable macro or LA-macro of 4 if there is no A-macro ]eft from 
the leftmost occurrence ofF(a 1 ,..., %(F)) in 4. 
It is easy to show that the following hold for terms over 27, 5 ,  p. 
(a) A term ¢ ff 27* contains no A-macro. 
(b) A term 4 ¢ 27* contains exactly one LA-macro. 
(c) I fF (a l  ,..., %(r)) is LA-macro of 4 = 4t4e where 4t and 42 are terms, 
then either 
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(1) F(g 1 ,..., go(v)) is LA-macro of 41, or 
(2) 41 e 27* and F(g 1 ,..., %(~)) is LA-macro of 42, holds. 
(d) I f F (g  i ,..., %(v)) is LA-macro of 4 = G(gla,..., a~a)), then either 
(1) gi a e 27* with i e [1 : p(G)], that means G = F, or 
(2) there is a j E [1 : p(G)] with gi a ~ 2]* for i < j andF  is LA-macro of 
g a, holds. 
(e) If  F is LA-macro of 4 then each subterm appearing on the left of the 
leftmost occurrence o f f  in 4 is an element of 27*. 
(f) I f F  is LA-macro of 4 and q~ = 4 ILF(gl ,..., %(F))+-4'  where 4' is a 
term with 4' 6 Z*, then the LA-macros of 4' and ~ are identical. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A macrogrammar is a 6-tuple (27, ~-, ~ ,  p, S, H)  where 
2] is a finite nonempty set of terminal symbols, 
o ~ is a finite nonempty set of function symbols, 
~/" is a finite set of variable symbols, 
p is a function from ~ into the nonnegative integers, 
S E o ~ is the start symbol with p(S) = 0, and 
/7 is a finite set of (macro)productions. 
The sets 27, o~, and ~ are pairwise disjoint. The productions in H have the 
form 
F(x~ ,..., xo(e)) -~ 0 
where F ~ ~,  xi a ~/" with xi ~ xj for i =/= j, and 0 is a term over 27 u {xl .... , 
xo(F)}, ~-, p. We assume that the start symbol only occurs on the left side of 
productions in H. 
Let 4 and 4' be terms over 27, o ~,  p, and Gza = (X, ~' ,  ~F, p, S, 17) be a 
macrogrammar. 4' is derivable from 4 (4 ~ 4'), respectively, 4' is left derivable 
from 4 (4 ~ 4') iff4 contains an A-macro, respectively, LA-macro F(g 1 ,..., go(v)), 
and 17 contains a production F(x  1 .... , xo(F)  ----> ~ and 4' is obtained by sub- 
stitution of O -= O I x, +-  gi,  i ~ [1: p(F)] for an occurrence, respectively, the 
leftmost occurrence of F(g 1 ,..., ao(e)) in 4" This substitution may also be called 
the expansion of F(o k ..... %(F))" 
I f  4 ~ 4' via the production ~r ~ H, we will write 4 ~4 ' .  I f  4 =~ 4' via the 
production zr~H,  we will write 4L  4~ ' or 4 ~ 4-' 
is the p-fold product and *~ the reflexive, transitive closure of the 
relation ~.  Similary ~ is the p-fold product and ~ the reflexive, transitive 
closure of ~ .  L r 
L 
A macrogrammar together with the rules of derivation defined above is called 
an IO-grammar. This definition corresponds to the IO-grammars defined by 
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Fischer (1968). A term ¢ is called sentential form if S ~ ¢ holds. L(GM) 
{w 6 27* [ S *~ w} is called the IO-language generated by an IO-grammar G M . 
It  is easy to show by induction on p that the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let GM = (X, ~ ,  ¢', p, S, 17) be an IO-grammar and let ¢ 
be a term over 27, ~', p and let w ~ 27*. Then it follows: 
EXAMPLE 3.1. 
p(s)  = 0, 
(~) (p) 
I f  (~ ~ w then ¢ ~ w. 
Let 27 =- {1, c}, ~-  = {F, G, S}, YP ---= {x}, p(F) -=: p(G) = 1, 
/7 = {S - *  F(1), F(x) ---> G(F(xl)), F(x) --~ G(x), G(x) --~ xcx}. 
The IO-grammar GM = (Z, .:~, "//', p, S, 17) generates the IO-languageL( GM) = 
{l'*(cl'~) =~-1 [n >/1}. A derivation from S to la(cla) 7 is 
S =~F(1) =~ G(F(l l ))  :> G(G(F(111))) ~ G(G(G(111))) 
G(G(Pe1~)) ~ a(l~(eP)~) ~ 1~(e1% 
4. ASSIGNMENT OF A SIMPLE-L-ATTRIBUTED GRAMMAR TO AN 
IO-MACROGRAMMAR 
In this section a method will be presented by which a simple-L-attributed 
grammar can be assigned to an IO-grammar. The construction will be done in 
such a way that the value-language of the assigned grammar is the language 
generated by the IO-grammar. 
Let GM = (27, ~ ' ,  3¢', p, S , /7)  be an IO-grammar with productions /7 
{% ,..., ~rn}. These productions have the form 
F~ F o 
~, = F% ,..., x ,,,))--,- ~oF1(,1 ..... ~t,~l)) ~ '" G- f  o,% ' , " ,  4°~0,,) ~o, 
where 0, ~ 0, a~ is a term over 27 v3 ~f ' ,~,  p, and ~:j ~ (22 v3 ¢P)*. In the following 
the right-hand side of the production ~r i is abbreviated to ¢. The function 
symbols appearing in ~ will be denoted from left to right as G 1, G~,..., G °~. 
The function r: ~-- -+ ~*  where 3" is the set of terms over Z L) Yf, ~' ,  p is 
defined by 
(1) r(a) = e for a ~ X ~ Y/" U {e}, 
(2) ~(F(~I ,..., ~o(~3) = ~(o~) "'" ~(~o(~))F fo rF  ~ #-, ~, e 3- ,  i ~ [1: p(~)], 
(3) r(%%) = r(o~) r(%) for %,  % e 3-. 
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By application of r to the left- and right-hand sides of a macroproduction it is 
transformed into a context-free production. These context-free productions are 
the productions of the simple-L-attributed grammar in the construction below. 
Remark. Every GJ in ~-(¢) is assigned to exactly one term G~(afG.., aj °'~,(Gj)) 
and vice versa. From (2) in the definition of r it is apparent hat every function 
a, is standing to the left of GJ in r(¢). symbol appearing in a term % 
Le t Gv  = (2J, a ~,  ~/P, p, S , /7)  be an IO-grammar. Every F e ~ is assigned 
one synthesized attribute W F and p(F) inherited attributes A1F,..., F AoiF) • 
For every production ~r i = F(xl , . . .  , xo(e)) ~ ¢ of GM a function ~oi : ~-+ ~i*  
is defined in the following way: ~ is the set of terms over 21 k3 {Xl .... , xo(F)}, 
~ ,  p; Qi X u {A/;. . . ,  = Ao(F) } k3 {Wal  G ~};  ~o i satisfies 
(1) oJi(a) = a for a ~ 21 k3 {e}, 
(2) coi(xj) -= A~ F for x~ ~ 1¢', j ~ [1: p(F)], 
(3) o~i(G(al,...,ao(a))) = W a for Gs~,  %.~, j~[ l :p (G) ] ,  
(4) ~&~)  = ~o~(o~) ,(o~) for ~ ,  ~ ~ ~.  
I f  co i is applied to the right-hand side of the macroproduction ~ri a word of ~*  
results which will be the W-semantic-word of the corresponding production in 
the assigned context-free grammar. The A-semantic-words are determined by 
means of ~o~ in an analogous manner. 
DEFINITION 4.1. For a given IO-grammar GM the assigned simple-L-attributed 
grammar GcF = (o ~,  T, P, S) is defined as follows: 
(1) T = {(1 ,..-, (~ ,)}; 
(2) P={p l  .... ,p~} where Pi =F~( iY )  with rr i=F(x l , . . . ,xo(F)  --~ 
~ 17 and y ~ r(¢); 
(3) one synthesized attribute W e and L (F )= p(F) inherited attributes 
A1F..  ", F A,(~.) are assigned to every F ~ ~-; 
(4) for every production F--~ ( i F )~ P, Y =-r(¢), the semantic-words 
G5 wi F and wk,i,  j ~ [1 : gj], k ~ [1 : p(G~)], are defined as 
and 
wi  ~ = ~,(¢) 
GJ GJ wk, i -= coi( % ) where GJ(a~ ~ ..... %(ah)¢ is a subterm ore;  
(5) 21 is the value-alphabet. 
Remark. The attributed grammar esulting from the above construction is a 
simple-L-attributed grammar. The production p~ determined by the macro- 
production ~r i will be called the production assigned to zr i . 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Applying the above construction to the IO-grammar Gm 
from Example 3.1 yields exactly the simple-L-attributed grammar Gcv from 
Example 2.2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ~ be a term over zV, o~, p. (a) l f  F e ~ " is LA-maero of (~ 
then ~((0 ~ Fro for some o ~ ~* .  (b) I f  .r(4) : Fw for some F ~ ~ and w E ~*  
then F is LA-maero of (o. 
With the help of this theorem, it is possible to prove the next theorem, which 
is a statement on the relation of two terms is an IO-grammar for which ~ holds. 
L 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (~ be a term over Z, ~ ,  p, and-r((~) : Gco, G ~ ~,  ~ ~ ~* .  
Further let ¢ ---- ~0G(~i ,..., O'o(G))~ 1 ~r=~ 00~ 1 = Ct  where qr -~ G(xi ,..., xo(~)) --~ 0 
is a macroproduetion and 0 = 0 ] xi ~-- ~ri, i ~ [1 : p(G)]. Then z(~') ---- -c(O)o~ 
holds. 
In the sequel a correspondence b tween ~ in GM and ~ in the assigned 
L 
Gc~ will be established. Let h: (~" ~A T)* ~ ~*  be a homomorphlsm with 
h(F) = F for F e ~ and h(a) = e for a ~ T. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let ,6 be a term over ~, ~ ,  p, and ~ ~ (~" w T)* with h(~) = 
.r((~). Further let 7r i be a production of G M and pi the assigned production of the 
assigned simple-L-attributed grammar Gcv. I f  (~  ~ d/ holds for some term 4' 
then ~ ~ ~' holds for some ~' ~ (~ u T)* with h(~') = -r((/). Conversely, i f  
m~ ~' holds then~ ~ 4' holds for some termd/ over ~, ~ ,  p with z((/) = h(~'). 
It follows that a left derivation of the form 
exists in GM if and only if a left derivation of the form 
S P~I=¢~ otl P~=> Pi~-l=~ P~=~ "'" 0~. 1 t (t ~ L(GCF))  
exists in Gcv where p~, is the production assigned to rr~j. In this case the left 
derivation in GcF is called the left derivation assigned to the left derivation in GM • 
5. IO-LANGUAGES ARE YALUE-LANGUAGES OF SIMPLE-L-ATTRIBUTED GRAMMARS 
Let 
S ~ "'" ao(o)) ~i L T ~oG(a1%..., 
~'~=:~" 00~:1 : (o~oF(O'l ,--., %(F)) (i'~:I 
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7 "'" ~ ~°~°'F(% " ' " "  f fo (F ) )£1 '~ l  
¢ ~ ,F( a F 
=~ " ' "  :=> sOSO I i . . . .  , ap(F ) )  ~i'~i 
L ~ L  
#i 
"~~ , 1 i¢1 " ' "  H,(Kz*,..., K~(H,)) ~,~:z'~l 
• " ~ ~o~o'~1'~1  "'" ~ w (5.1) 
L ~,~ L L 
n 2 
be a derivation in G u with w, ~ e X*, 
rrk = G(x l  ,..., xp(a)) -+ 0 where 0 = ~oF(51 ,..., 5o(F)) ~1, 
~oF(° ' l  . . . . .  go(F)) ~1 = 0 [ Xi ~ ai  G, i E [1 : p(G)], 
(hi) ~ .  F (n2+1) 
ap(F) ) => W. ~o *~ ~o' and F(% ,..., %(F)) ~ ~(al ..... F 
L L 
The corresponding derivation steps in the assigned grammar GcF are 
S ~ "'" ~ zoGo~ 
L L 
=> ... =:>. zoZl~'FTa L .L 
L ,-c~ .L 
P*~ %ziz~yiHiy 2 .-. y,H,7o~ 
. , .  ~ ~L z°ziz2zaY°~ 7 "'" :~L z°ziz2zaz4 = t, (5.2) 
n 2 
where z o ,..., za, t a T* and a, fi, 7, fl', Yl , ' " ,  }'r @ (T  kJ i f ) * .  Let 
= t*~(~)) a~ ... G,~(~F,..., ~o(~)) ~ (5.3) 
with 8~. e (Z' k) {x z ,..., x,(v)})*, where 5i is an argument occurring in the macroF 
in the production 7r~ applied in derivation (5.1). The semantic-word for A~ F has 
the form 
F w,.,~ = ~,~(go) w °~ "'" w%,~(g~). 
The vaiue of Ai  F can be computed by substituting the actual values for 
W%.. . ,  WG% and, in every 8z, the actual values of A~ a for x~-,j~ [1: p(G)], 
l ~ [0: m]. The production rr~ has the form 
rr z = F(X l  ..... Xo(F)) _+ ~0HI(~ll,..., -1 . -r ~o(,)) ~ .. H~(e, ~, .... Ko(, A ~, (5.4) 
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The semantic-word for W ~ is therefore 
w~ = ~, (~0)w~, (~)  ... w~,~(~)  
and the value of W v can be computed by substituting the actual values of 
WH~,..., W ~r~ and those of A J  for x~. in each ~,  j ~ [1 : p(F)], I e [0: r]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let be given a L-derivation in GM of the form (5.1) and the 
derivation tree of the assigned L-derivation in GCF. Then the following holds for 
the vertices of the derivation tree which corresponds to the variables G and F specified 
in (5.1): 
I f  the attributes AI~,..., A c o(o) of the vertex denoted by G have the values 
F o then the attributes Al1~,..., AoIF) and W F of the vertex~ denoted by F alG~ ..., a (G ) 
F r and ~. have the values a 1 ,..., aocv) 
Sketch of proof. The theorem is proven by induction on n = max(nl ,  n~). 
First let n 1 = n2----0. In (5.1) ~i = ai F holds, i.e., m- -0  in (5.3) and 
30 = ~i ---- ai F is the value of Ai F. Finally r = 0 in (5.4) and it follows ~ ---- ~1o. 
Assume the assertion holds for all 0 ~ n 1 < n and 0 ~< n~ < n. It must be 
shown that the assertion holds for 0 ~< nl ~ n and 0 ~ n~ ~ n too. 
The derivation ~i *~ ai F has the form (see (5.3)) 
L 
~i ---- 3oG1(~11,-. ., 1 "" G '~ 
~oG~(aL..., a~o(o~)) ~ "'" a~(al%..., ~o~oo)) ~,~ 
30 N1 31 ... N m 3m = ai F. 
Applying the induction hypothesis, we can state that the attributes W~,. . . ,W a~ 
have the values wl ,..., w~ • Hence the value of Aiv is air. 
Now the value of W F has to be computed 
F(a(,. . . ,  v ,n ao(F) => 
noH~(~l ~..... ~(H~)) ~ "" H~(~L... , ~(~,)) ~r 
~oH#L.. . ,  b~(,~)) ~ ... H~(bL..., b~o(~,)) '7, 
II .<,~ II .<,~ 
7]0 g l  ~1 "'" gq" ~f  = ~)" 
Using again the induction hypothesis, the value of W n* is ,7 i and therefore the 
value of W ~ is ~. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let GM be an IO-grammar and GcF the assigned simple-L- 
attributed grammar. Then L(GM) = W(GcF) holds, i.e., every IO-language is 
value-language of a simple-L-attributed grammar. 
Proof. L(GM) C W(GcF ) is shown first. Let w ~L(GM) be such that S ~k~ w. 
Then wk s = ~%(w) = w holds which means that W(B) --= w where B is the 
derivation tree of the assigned L-derivation in GCF. Let w ~L(GM) be such 
that now 
S ~ ~oF~(~?,..., ~ • %(F~)) ~ "" f~(~ ~, .... %(~)  ~ 
• . .  ~ ¢ow~ ... ~ =  w L L 
where ~,, wi ~ X*, F, ~ ~,  crai ~(X k) J W {(} v 0} v {, })* for q ~ [1: p(F,)], 
and i ~ [1: m]. Because this derivation is a derivation of the form (5.1) for every 
Fj and because S has no inherited attributes the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 
are satisfied. Thus the attributes Wr~,..., W F,~ of the vertices in the derivation 
tree corresponding toF 1 ,..., F~ have the values w 1 ,..., w~. The semantic-word 
w~ s ~(~0F l (~?  ..... 1 . = %(F1~) ~ "" f~(~, - - . ,  %(F~) ~)  
= ~oWr~l  ... WF~,~ 
determines the value of W s as ~0w1~:1 "- wm~: m = w. So w ~ W(GcF) holds. The 
equality L(GM) = W(GcF) is shown by the following consideration. Let B be a 
derivation tree and w = W(B) be a word of W(Gcr). Then aL-derivation in GM 
exists such that the assigned L-derivation in Gcr has the derivation tree B. 
Since it has been proven by the foregoing that the value of B is the word 
generated by the L-derivation in GM it follows that W(GcF) C_L(GM). 
6. ASSIGNMENT Or AN IO-GRAMMAR TO A SIMPLE-L-ATTRIBUTED GRAMMAR 
In the following two sections we show that, vice versa, the value-language 
of a simple-L-attributed grammar is an IO-language. Corresponding to Sec- 
tions 4 and 5, first an IO-grammar GM is assigned to a given simple-L-attributed 
grammar Gcv and then W(GcF) = L(GM) is shown in Section 7. While in 
Section 4 every macroproduction zr~ corresponds to exactly one context-free 
production pc, now 0i+ 1 macroproductions are assigned to p~. Their expansion 
will occur in a way which is in accordance with the evaluation of the attributes 
of variables of Pi • 
DEFINITION 6.1. For a given simple-L-attributed grammar GcF in the 
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notation of Definition 2.2 let the assigned IO-grammar GM = (Z, .~,  ~//', p, 
S, H)  be defined as 
O) z := u;  
(2) ~" :=NU{H,~IH j6Nu U for j~[ l :O J ,  i~[ l :n ]} ;  
(3) ~g" :=  {xt,. . . ,  & ,  y~ ,..., Yo} with ¢~ n (~- w Z) = ~,  
:=  max ~(F), 0 :=  max 0 i ; 
F~IN ie[l:n] 
(4) 0: ~-~ {0,1, 2,...} with 
p(F) : = ,(e) for F ~ N, 
p(F) :=  t(G) + j for F = Hi  j E ~ ' \N  and 
p~ = G --> to, to E (N w T)*, G e N; 
for every p~ ~ P where p~ is just as in (2.1) let 9't : ( Z i  u U)* (5) 
(~/" U U)* be defined by 
r,(A~9 = 7,(w2,) 
7t(WF0 = y¢ 
yi(Ak F) = x k 
for u ~ U, 
for w z (Z ~ u U), we  (Z i u U)*, 
for k ~ [1 : p(Fj)], j E [1 : Oi], 
for je  [1 : 0/], 
for k~ [1 : p(F)]. 
Then 0 /+ 1 maeroproductions are assigned to p, : I f  0i = 0, 
~i  ~ = F(x l  ,..., xo(F)) ~ y~(w~); 
if O~ > O, 
~,~ = F(x~ ,..., xo(~)) ~ H~(x  1 ,..., xo,~,, F~(r,(@.,) , . . . ,  r,(w~l,.,))) 
~+1 = HiTz(Xl .... , Xo(F) , Yl  ,'", Y~) --> H~+I(Xl ..... xo(D, Yl ..... Y~, 
Fk+l(~l i (wFy¢ 1) .. . . .  ~i(WF~;:+l).i))), for k ~ [1: O, - -  1], 
0 i+1 = nOi i (x l  . . . . .  Xo(F) , Yi .... , Yo,) --+ Yi(wiF) • 
(6) The startsymbol S of G M is equal to that of GcF. 
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EXAMPLE 6.1. The IO-grammar assigned to the simple-L-attributed gram- 
mar from Example 2.1 is given by (1) Z :=  U, (2) ~ := {St, F, G, Ht ~, H2 ~, 
H~ ~, Ha~}, (3) ~ := {x~, y l ,  Y2}, (4) p(S) ---- 0, p(F) = p(G) = p(H1 ~) = 1, 
p(H~ ~) = p(H30 = 2, p(H2 ~) ---- 3, and (5) 7r~  = S--~ H~(F(1)), ~r~ ---- HI~(y~) --+ 
y~, ~ = ~(~1) ~ H2~(x~, F(x11)), ~? = g~(x~, y~) ~ H?(x~, yl ,  a(y~)), 
~? = g?(x l ,  y~, y~) ~ y~, ~ = F(Xl) ~ H~(x~, G(x~)), ~ = H~(x~, yl) 
Y l '  "/r41 = G(X l )  --->" XlCXl. 
A derivation from S to lS(e13) 7 is 
S 
~11 
=:~ 
~r2 "t 
~g 1 
~,3 2 
~r2 
~-2 3
~2 2 
¢~4 t 
~-2 3
H.~(F(1)) 
H~(H.I(1, F(11))) 
H~I(H2~(1,//21(11, F(111)))) 
H~(H21(1, H~I(ll, H31(111, G(111))))) 
//11(//21(1, Hul(1 1, H3~(111, laela)))) 
//11(//21(1,//21(11, Pcl3))) 
H~a(H21(1, H22(11, 13cl 3, G(13c13)))) 
H11(H21(1, H2~(11, 13cl 3, 13(c13)~))) 
Hll(H21( 1, 18(c13)3)) 
u?(~?(1, 1~(~1~)~, a(l~(cl~)~))) 
H?(HZ(1, 1~(~1~)~, 1 (~1~)~)) 
~?(l~(d~)~) 
13(c13) 7. 
In order to compare derivations in GcF and GM, resp., it is convenient to call 
~riJ a proper production, i f j  = 1, and an auxiliary production, i f j  > 1. 
Every derivation St :~  . . .  =~ ¢ in GM with ¢ ~ 27* or ~(¢)  -=  Go), G ~ 37, 
L L 
eo ~ ~* ,  can be written in the form 
St=¢0~¢l '=¢ lT  ~¢2 '?  L¢~¢3 ~ ~¢.  
L L 
where in ¢i-1 ~. ¢i '  a proper production and in ¢i '  =~ "'" ~ ¢i only auxiliary 
/" t L 
productions are applied. (In ¢i ~ "'" ~ ¢i zero steps are possible.) n will be 
called the proper length of derivatioZn. L 
To prove W(GcF ) = L(GM) we need a correspondence b tween derivations 
in GM and GcF as in Section 5. Here some problems may arise from the expansion 
643/35[2-2 
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of H~-macros which have no corresponding variables in Gcv.  However, by (5) 
of Definition 6.1, the expansion of H~ ~ must be preceded by the expansion of 
the macros Fo, ,..., F~+~ . Defining 
by 
t~: ~*  ~ N* 
~,(w~) = #(w) ~(~) for w e ~,  ~ e ~'* ,  
~(F) =F  for FeN,  
I~(H~ ) = F~+x "'" Fo, for k ~ [1: 0, - -  1], i ~ [1 : n], 
/~(Ht ~) = e for i e [1 : n], 
we easily obtain 
TItEOREM 6.1. I f  4~ is a term with "r($) = Hi'w, Hi~°o°~\N, w~* ,  and 
q~ ,~+a (;, then/~(*(4)) =/*(*($'))  holds. 
This means that the application of an auxiliary production to a term in a 
L-derivation in G M does not modify the macros F 6 N and the sequence of their 
expansion. Using Theorems 4.2 and 6.1, it can be shown by induction on the 
length of derivation 
THEOREM 6.2. For every L-derivation 
S P~I~ fll P~2~ f12 "'" p~"~/3, (6.1) 
in GcF a derivation in GM 
S '1~ q~l' ---- ~ '2~ ~'  ~ . . . .  -~  ~b,' ~ ... ~ ~,  (6.2) 
L L L 
with (~, ~ Z* or r($,) ---- G~, G E N, ~o ~ ~'*,  and proper length of derivation n 
exists such that (1) h(/3,) - -e  implies , ($,)  = e, and (2) h(/3,~) = Fw, F~ N,  
w ~ N*, implies -r(6,) = F~, tz(~) = oJ. 
By induction on the proper length of derivation we obtain 
THEOI~EM 6.3. For every L-derivation in GM of the form (6.2) a derivation 
in Gcv of the form (6.1) exists such that 
(1) ,(~,) = e implies h(fl,~) = e, and 
(2) z(¢,) = G~ implies h(fl,) = Giz(~). 
Remark. Consider a L-derivation in GM of the form (6.2), and the corre- 
spondingL-derivation in GcF according to Theorem 6.3. Applying Theorem 6.2 
to this L-derivation in GcF we obtain a L-derivatlon in GM. This derivation 
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and the original one are identical, for both are L-derivations, the applied proper 
productions are identical and the auxiliary productions ,,-e+~i applied to LA-  
macros Hi ~ are uniquely determined and hence are also identical. 
7. VALUE-LANGUAGES OF SIMPLE-L-ATTRIBUTED GRAMMARS ARE IO-LANGUAGES 
Consider the following situation where 
S ~ ""  ~ t lF ~ (~ tlt2~ "" ~ t~t~t~ 
L L L 7 L 
(7.1) 
with t l ,  t2, t a e T*, ~ e (Tw N)*, Fe  N, is a L-derivation in GcF and 
s * ... ~ v0e( -~ ,..., ~o(~)) ~ ~ -.- 7 ,0~n~ * ' "  ~ 
L L ~ L ~ L  L 
: :¢o  : :¢~ 
(7.2) 
with a~ ,..., ap(F) , w, ~ ~ 2*,  ~(¢o) = Fco, co c o ~* ,  h(tlF~) =/z(~-(¢0)), and 
h( t l t~ ) =/~(~-(q~)), is a corresponding L-derivation in GM according to Theo- 
rem 6.2. The derivation tree corresponding to (7.1) has exactly one vertex which 
corresponds to the symbol F from (7.1). Assume ai r to be the value of the 
inherited attribut Ai  F, i ~ [1 : ,(F)], and v F that of the synthesized attribut W F 
of f  at that vertex• If  we assume this situation we can show 
T~EOm~M 7.1. I f  the argument ~i equals the attribute value aiF for i ~ [1 : p(F)], 
then v F = w holds. 
Proof by induction on n. For n = 1 a production p~ exists such that t lF ~ ~k::> 
txt2~ and ~o = ~?0F(al ,..., ao(F))nl @~ nownl = ~. By definition of 7@ we have 
w : -  7~(wJ) ] xi ~-- a~ ; by the algorithm of Section 2 we have v e = wJ  [ Ai  e ~-- 
ai F. The definition of 7~ and ai r : -  ai yields v e = w. 
Assume the assertion holds for all k < n, n > 1. Then (7.1) can be written as 
~%=:> ti%Flc~i "'• aOk_lFoTcXOk~ ~ "'" 
Z tls~1%'•• %_1Fo~%~:  T "'" 
t2 
(7.3)  
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A corresponding derivation in G M is 
s ~ "'" ~ ¢[ ;  ~ ¢~ ~ "" ~ ~ ~ 4~ ~ " "  
~ ~'~°~ " -  ~ ~0~-~ °°~ ¢0~ ~ "" 
0~ L L L 
where 
and 
¢i  = "q0Hj(r i l  .... , rio(F, ' r l  .... ' r i - l '  Fi(ri~i,"', rio~Fi))) ~1,  
~i  = ~oHki(r i l  ," ' ,  (to(F), r l  .... , r i -1 ,  ri)  ~1'  
(7.4) 
Fi(ri~',... , a~),,) ~L "'" ~ ri ' ri ~ X*, for i f f  [1 :  0~]. 
F t Fi Fur thermore  ri~ = 7k(w~,~) ] xz ~-- a~, y~ ~ r~ for 1 ~ [1 : p(F)], m ~ [1: i - -  1] 
with j e [1 : p(Fi) ] and i E [1 : Ok] holds. 
Using the induct ion hyoothesis it can be shown by induct ion on i 
(1) in the derivation tree corresponding to (7.3) the inherited attr ibutes 
Af* have the values rif~ and the synthesized attr ibute W v~ has the value r i for 
j ~ [1: p(Fi) ] and i ~ [1 : 0~]. 
F rom (7.4) we have H°k(ri 1 .... , %(F), rl,..., ro) => w, i.e., w = 
L 
Yk(Wk ~) 1 X~ ~--- ri, ; y~ +-- r~ for l ~ [1 : p(F)], m ~ [1 : 0k]. On the other hand, 
a ~" W F~+--v F~ holds for l s [ l :p (F ) ] ,  t v F=wJ IAz  F~--a~F; A~-   , 
[1: p(F~)], and m E [1 : 0~]. F rom (1) we have ~ = af~ and v v~ = r~.  Us ing 
the definit ion of ~'i~ and a~ v = a~ we obtain v F = w. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let GcF be a simple-L-attributed grammar and GM the assigned 
IO-grammar (see Definition 6.1). Then W(GcF) =L(GM)  holds, i.e., the value, 
language of every simple-L-attributed grammar is an IO-language. 
Pro@ For  w~W(GcF  ) a derivation S~ "'" =~t, t~T* ,  in GcF exists 
such that in the corresponding derivation tree the attr ibute W s of the root S has 
the value w. Let  S ~ "- ~ N be a corresponding derivation in G M according 
to Theorem 6.2. SinZce S l~as no inherited attr ibutes the assumptions of Theo-  
rem 7.1 are satisfied. Thus  ~ = w holds, i.e., w ~L(GM). 
Let  w aL(GM) , i.e., a derivation S ~ --" ~ w in G M exists. Let  S ~ "'" ~ t, 
t a T*, be a corresponding derivation inLGcF aLccording to Theorem 6.3. ~n conse- 
quence of the remark in Section 6, Theorem 7.1 can be applied. Thus  the 
attr ibute W s of the root of the derivation tree assigned to S =~ "" =~ t has 
the value w, i.e., w ~ W(GCF). L L 
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8. REMARKS 
From a simple-L-attributed grammar GcF, we can determine an IO-grammar 
GM with L(GM) = W(GcF) as in Section 6. I f  a simple-L-attributed grammar 
GcF with W(GcF) = L(GM) = W(GcF ) is assigned to GM by the construction 
described in Section 4, the productions of GCF have either the form (a)F--~ (iGH) 
or (b) F ~ (i). It is easy to see than in (a) the symbols (i and ) can be dropped, 
and in (b) the right-hand side can be replaced by a new terminal symbol such 
that the context-free grammar underlaying GcF is in Chomsky normal form. 
Therefore the following holds. 
THEOREM 8.1. Every value-language of a simple-L-attributed grammar is a 
value-language of a simple-L-attributed grammar with underlaying context-free 
grammar in Chomsky normal form. 
Lewis et al. (1974) applied the concept of attributed grammars to pushdown 
automata. The function f which occurs in their definition of the transition 
function 8 and which corresponds to the semantic rules is assumed to be com- 
putable, while Knuth (1968) made no assumptions on the semantic rules. 
In Section 2 we have specialized the semantic rules using the concept of 
simple word functions. A corresponding specialization is possible for the 
function f of an attributed pushdown machine too. Then the calculation of 
attribute values can be thought of as being performed by "auxiliary computers," 
assigned to the pushdown machine, which must be Turing machines in the 
most general case. 
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